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mass antinuclear march in Wash-

- ington, D.C. on M'ay
laced grouplets, including the
Crabs hell Alliance in Seattle,
Washington, the Shad Alliance in
New York City, and the Clam
shell Alliance in Boston, are plan
ning "feeder" demonstrations.

Nudear terrorism
scenario is 'live'
In the wake of the March 28 sab
otage of the nuclear power plant
at Three Mile Island, readings of
the
"e n v i r o n m e n t a l i s t

�

tive Intelligence Review proved in
the Feb. 21, 1978 issue, on techni

ca/grounds, no isolated terrorist

group could possibly carry out
such an incident without complic
movement" confirm what intelli
gence sources have described as a ity from the National Security
Council and Secretary of Energy
"live" scenario for a nuclear ter
rorist incident. Such an incident James Schlesinger (in the United
would serve as the pretext for a States), or equally high levels in
total shutdown of the nuclear in other governments, such as the
dustry in the United States and state of Israel.
The modus operandi of the
the enactment of the Carter
Administration's plans to over April 6 terrorist attack on the
ride all forms of constitutional . Mediterranean Naval and Indus
government through the Federal trial Construct ion Company
Emergency Management Agency. warehouse, a nuclear manufactur
Sources inside the environ er in France, reveals how the scen
mentalist movement report that ario will take shape. While credit
, there is a "tiny but very radical" for the bombing-which de
core in the "greenie" groups who stroyed components for a nuclear
are studying te�hnical manuals reactor which was being shipped
for nuclear power reactors and are to Iraq-was claimed by an. un
known environmentalist group al
discussing strategies for infiltrat
ing the nuclear industry as techni legedly acting "to protect human
cians and operators in order to ity from the dangers of nuclear
carry out sabotage-from the in radiation," French counterintel
side. This grouping has direct ties ligence circles are discarding that
to the networks who ran t,he conclusion. Instead, the French
bloody antinuclear riots in Brock press reports that French intelli
dorf, West Germany and Crays gence is of the opinion that the
Murville, France in 1977.
The nuclear terrorist scenario

was spelled out in vivid detail in
reports by Brian Jenkins of the
Rand Corporation and David Ro
senbaum, author of the 1975

MITRE Corporation report, on
nuclear sab( tage and terrorism;
and also appears in explicit form
in the 1978 book, Ultimatum: Pu
94, by Israeli intelligence opera
tive Uri Dan. However, as Execu-

blast was the work of a highly
trained Israeli commando team,
deployed by the Israeli Mossad, in
order to prevent the Iraqis from
obtaining nuclear energy reac
tors.
The environmentalist move
ment provides a depth of antinu
clear motion in the streets and in
the press to give credibility to a

nuclear terrorist incident In the
next three weeks, leading up to a

"New left" terrorism

The "new left" groupings that

have been traditional political and
lOgistical suppo rters of the
Weather Underground, George
Jackson Brigade, SLA and other
terrorist gangs are now being
primed to join the ranks of the
antinuclear environmentalist

movement. Since March 28 green
ie slogans have been integrated
into their "class struggle" belief
structure. "Capitalism equals nu
clear murder" is now a common
cry throughout the Maoist, Trot
skyist and other radical groups'
propaganda, accompanied by as
sertions of mass murder commit
ted by the nuclear industry at
Middleton, Pa.
No major operation is neces
sary, however, to get a core of
saboteurs inside the nuclear in
dustry. The Oil, Chemical, and
Atomic Workers Union is already
on hand. The OCAW was found
ed by one of the leading antinu
clear proponents in the U.S., Paul,
Jacobs, who also has connections
to the terrorist command center,
the Institute for Policy Studies.
Since its creation, the leadership
of the OCAW has supported the
development of environmental
ism, with OCAW executive An
thony Mazzocci joining Barry
Commoner's antitechnology Sci

entists' Institute for the Public In
terest. Mazzocci is also on the
board of directors of the leading
environmentalist
policymaking
body in �he U.S., the Natural Re
sources Defense Fund. Following
the Three Mile Island incident
OCAW spokesmen denounced
nuclear power plants as danger
ous.
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